5 Star 2010-2011 Accreditation Results:
5 Star Chapters: Alpha Epsilon Pi, Alpha Chi Rho, Chi Phi, Delta Phi, Delta Tau Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Kappa Theta, Phi Mu Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Theta Xi, Alpha Phi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Phi Gamma Delta Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Omega Epsilon, Sigma Delta

4 Star Chapters: Acacia, Phi Iota Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi Lambda Phi, Pi Kappa Phi, Rensselaer Society of Engineers, Sigma Phi Epsilon

3 Star Chapters: Alpha Sigma Phi, Psi Upsilon, Tau Epsilon Pi

2 Star Chapters: Alpha Phi Alpha, Lambda Upsilon Lambda, Theta Chi, Zeta Psi

1 Star Chapters: Pi Delta Psi, Phi Kappa Tau

19th Annual Greek Awards of Excellence
Award Winners:

Academic Excellence: Alpha Phi
Honorable Mention: Delta Phi, Sigma Delta, Phi Kappa Theta

Chapter Standards & Member Accountability: Sigma Chi
Honorable Mention: Delta Tau Delta, Alpha Phi, Pi Lambda Phi

Leadership and Campus Involvement: Alpha Phi
Honorable Mention: Lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha Phi Kappa Theta

Alumni & Advisor Relations: Delta Tau Delta
Honorable Mention: Alpha Phi, Alpha Gamma Delta

Communiversity: Alpha Phi
Honorable Mention: Pi Kappa Alpha, Lambda Upsilon Lambda

Greek Relations: Phi Gamma Delta
Honorable Mention: Alpha Phi, Delta Phi, Lambda Upsilon Lambda

Ritual: Lambda Chi Alpha

Housing: Honorable Mention

Member Rec. and Development: Honorable Mention

Administrative Responsibility: Honorable Mention

Jessie K Fortier Memorial Award: Sarah Chickanosky
Advisor of the Year: Paul Marano
Phi Sigma Kappa
IFC New Member of the Year: Roger Samson
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pan. New Member of the Year: Kaitlin Signor
Pi Beta Phi
Executive Leader of the Year: Stephen Provost
Lambda Chi Alpha
Greek Man of the Year: JP Trasatti
Lambda Chi Alpha
Greek Woman of the Year: Kirsten Schaff
Pi Beta Phi

The President’s Cup (Chapter of the Year):
Interfraternity Council: Lambda Chi Alpha
Panhellenic Council: Alpha Phi